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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The information provided on FunFi website does not constitute investment advice, financial advice, 

trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the website’s content as such. 
FunFi team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do 

conduct your own due diligence and consult your financial advisor before making any investment 
decisions. By purchasing $FunFi, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment and you 
agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that 

the team is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to provide any support or services. You should 
have no expectation of any form from FunFi and its team. Although FunFi is a community driven token for 

social networking and not a registered digital currency, the team strongly recommends that citizens in 
areas with government bans on Crypto do not purchase it because the team cannot ensure compliance 
with your territory’s regulations. Always make sure that you are in compliance with your local laws and 

regulations before you make any purchase.



About FunFi
FFunfi is a play-to-earn NFT racing blockchain game that will allow 

investors the ability to participate in races & have fun!

Combining a multi-billion dollar business, a fully verifiable blockchain 
and unlimited earning potential due to the decentralized community 

participation – there are no limits to growth FunFi!



https://swap.funfi.space/#/swap


LEGAL OPINION
“FNF Token also provides the economic incentives which will 
be distributed to encourage users to contribute to and 
participate in the ecosystem on the FNF platform, thereby 
creating a mutually beneficial system where every participant 
is fairly compensated for its efforts. One of the Funfi team’s 
aims is to provide diverse ways of holding benefits for the 
community.”



PLAy 2 Earn
Funfi Crypto Players will enjoy first impressions of the game.

The game offers players the opportunity to participate in 
play-to-earn activities,

with the potential to earn rewards such as $FNF tokens



Tokenomics
ALL FUTURE DEVELOPMENT IS MADE WITH PRE-ALLOCATED 
TOKENS! TRADE $FNF WITH EASE! NO TAX FOR LIFE!

Huge NFT lineup 

Full p2e Game 
Development

Giveaways and 
rewards 

In-House Swap Hub 
Technology: 

FunFi Swap.



Token Info
Ticker: FNF

Name: FUNFI

Max. supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 FNF

Network: Ethereum network (erc-20)

Contract: 0xAcf8D5E515Ed005655DfeFA09C22673a37A7CDEE
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